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QUESTION 1

The following description of the relationship between virtualization and cloud computing is correct (multiple choices) 

A. Without cloud computing, there is no value in virtualization 

B. Virtualization is a technology, and cloud computing is a service model. Virtualization has promoted the development
of cloud computing. 

C. Without virtualization, cloud computing has no value 

D. Virtualization is one of the important technologies for cloud computing 

Correct Answer: BCD 

 

QUESTION 2

In Huawei FusionCompute, the following incorrect descriptions of security groups and rules are 

A. Security group rule changes need to be manually applied to virtual machines in the security group 

B. must create a security group before adding rules 

C. security group denies all by default before adding rules 

D. The premise of deleting a security group is that there are no virtual machines in the security group 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

The following description is incorrect A. Each file system block corresponds to a discontinuous area on the physical
disk. 

B. The file is stored on the file system, and the file system is mapped to the file system block. 

C. The file system block corresponds to the logical area of LVM 

D. The logical area is mapped to the physical area of the disk through LVM 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4

Memory reuse technology is a prerequisite for QoS implementation of memory resources. 

A. TURE 

B. FALSE 
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Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

With the "Internet" being valued and the rise of big data and cloud computing, related technologies have entered like
mushrooms In your vision, one of the most widely used and valued is Docker. The following incorrect statement about
Docker is 

A. Docker can package the underlying environment of applications to ensure that applications can still run normally after
migration 

B. Docker needs to create a virtual layer, virtual operating system, etc. on the host or host operating system, and then
installation 

C. Docker launches faster than other virtual machine technologies 

D. Docker runs with containers, which are running instances created from Image 

Correct Answer: B 
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